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fPREFACE
The purpose of this contract was to provide data processing and
3
analysis in support of two GSFC programs: tornado detection by analysis
of radio frequency interference in various frequency bands and sea state
determination from short pulse radar measurements. During the contract
period, the contract objectives were completed through various data
reduction techniques. Strip chart recordings were made of the analog
tapes collected during the tornado collection exercise. These were used
for preliminary analysis and as a guide for the selection of the most
i
interesting data for digitization and further analysis using digital
a
computer data reduction techniques. Computer programs were developed for
this digitization and analys'is.. Other computer programs were developed
and improved for the analysis of the short'pulse radar data. Finally,
computer simulations were developed for the short pulse radar returns
using Monte Carlo methods on a two-dimensional electromagnetic propagation
model.
	 Comparisons of the modelled data with measured data indicated a
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The data supplied by GSFC for analysi-s-and data reduction consist
of 14 track analog tornado tapes and 9 track, 800 cpi digital short
pulse radar tapes. The tornado tapes were generated by another contractor
to GSFC under GSFC direction and contain the information shown in
table U.The recordings cover 4'HF , and VHF frequency bands with vertical
and horizontal polarizations and with linear and logarithmic scales.
In addition the outputs from 2 different lightning stroke detectors
were recorded. Recording. speeds of 30 ips and 60 ips were used. A data
base of over 50 tapes was used by Techno-Sciences for the analysis
and reduction.
Techno-Sciences provided analog strip charts of all available
tapes on GSFC supplied equipment in coordination with the contrast
technical officer during the contract period. A complete log of this
processing is included with this report in table LZ. Because the strip
chart recorder has only 7 useable channels, only half of the tracks on
each tape could be done in each pass. However, it was found that 7
selected tracks had most of the interesting information anyway.
	 i
After the completion of the strip chart recording task, digital
computer programs were developed for the digitization of selected data
portions from an analog tape recorderplayback. These portions were
selected under the direction of-the GSFC technical officer. The digitized
tapes then were displayedon various time scales to reveal the detailed
structure of the lightning waveforms. An analysis program was developed
to compute interpulse time histograms and amplitude distributions.
1
2The short pulse radar data was recorded during the JONSWAP exercise
by GSFC on 9 track 800 cpi digital tapes using programs developed by
Techno-Sciences. 23 tapes were generated under a variety of sea conditions
and equipment configurations. Techno-Sciences developed analysis techniques
for the recorded data including histogram, spectral density and interpeak
analysis techniques.
An important tool in the difficult task of determining sea state
conditions from short pulse radar data is the use of simulated data.
Data generated by simulations is highly controlled so that 't is
possible to find and evaluate estimation methods without uncertainty
as to the true value of the quantity to be estimated. Techno-Sciences
devloped a 2 dimensional computer simulation during the contract period.
The modelled data has a high degree of correlation with the measured













l Direct V-3 Mhz Lin
2 Direct V-3 Mhz Log
3 Direct V-30 Mhz Lin	 '6
4 Direct V-30 Mhz Log
5 Direct V-VHF 139 Mhz Lin
6 Direct V-UHF, 295. Mhz Lin
7 Direct. H - VHF 139 Mhz Lin
8 Direct H - UHF 295 Mhz Lin
9 FM 10 Khz Time Mark or 100 Khz at 60 ips
10 FM WWVB BCD Time Code
1
11 Direct V-Lightning Stroke Det-Lin
12 Direct V-Lightning Stroke Det-Log
13 FM Taylor Tornado Det-Far








TORNADO DETECTION ANALOG TAPE PROCESSING LOG
Date	 Time	 Tape	 Record Playback Strip Chart .Tracks Operators 	 Comments
Processed	 Designation Speed	 Speed	 Speed
9/17/75 0920 8/5/75:1647 60 ips 60 ips .5 cm/sec 1 - 7 -LD, JB Very active
9/17/75 1015 8/5/75:1647 60 ips 60 ips .5 cm/sec- 8 -14 LP, JB 1st minute sporadic
Tr 14 inactive
Timing pulses in tr 13
approx 8 sec period
11 ips 30 ips cm sec 8 -14 LD, JB Tr	 as above, goo
_ BCD time code on tr 10




9/17/75 1225 8/5/75:1827 30 ips 30 ips .5 cm/sec 1 - 7 -_-LD.JB Recorder gain low on
first half of output.
Strip recorder out at
end of tape.
9/17/75 160 "6/29/75:#5 60 ips 60 ips cm sec 1,3,5,6 LD,JB Quiet data.
8,11,13 Tr 13 blank
9 1 1' 9 ips fps _cm sec , Quiet data.
8,11,13 Tr 13 blank.
9/17/75 1645 8/5/75:1909 30 ips 34 ips .5 cm sec 1,3,	 ,6 Very active data.	 I
8,11,13
9/19/75 1430 8/26/75:1630 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6 JB Very active, low
#3 8,11,13 background_ noise
- Tr 13 blank
9/19/75 1455 8/26/75:1645 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6 JB Very active, low
#4_ 8,11,13 background noise
Tr 13 blank
.A
Date	 Time	 Tape	 Record Playback Strip Chart .Tracks' Operators	 Comments
Processed	 Designation Speed	 Speed	 Speed
9/19/75 1510 8/26/75 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,_3,5,6, JB Very active Sferics
# 5 8,11,13 Low background noise
Tr 13 blank
9/22/75 1230 8/26/75 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5 , 6, JB,LD Tr. 5 appears to limit
#-2 8,11,13 on all of the 8/26/75
tapes. Tr 11 has a
periodic waveform &
Tr 13 has occasional




9/'22/75 11300 8/26/75 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6 - JB,LD see above
#1 8,11,13
9/22/75 1325 8/5/75:1853 . 60 ips 120 ips l cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB,LD Tr 13 active near end
# 1 8,11,13 Tr 11 has periodic
pattern. 'Trs 1,3,5,6,
8 active
9/22/75 1342 8/19/75:1722.60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6 JB
# 1 8,11,13_
9/22/75 1400 7/8/75:# 1 Moderate actvity on
9/23/75 0900 7/8/75:# 2 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6
JB
all	 channels.Taylor's-
9/23/75 0935 7/8/75:# 3 8,11,13 detector(1r 13) work-
9/2:3/75 1100 7/8/75:# 4 ing:spikes emitted at
lightning bursts.
Lightning stroke det-




9/23/75 1330 6/28/75:#1 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5,6 Not rewound
9/23/75 1400 6/28/75:#2 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 8,11,13 JB Inactive data
Tr 13 not working
9/24/75 0925 6/28/75:#3 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, Inactive data-almost n
1005 6/28/75:#4 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 8,11 2 13 LD signal,tape deck noise
only. Timing marks on
tr 11, occasional
spikes on tr 13.
9/26/75 0855 6/25/75:#1 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5,6 JB Quiet data. Lightning
1656 8,11,13 Stroke Det(tr 11) &
0930 :#2 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec Taylor's detector(tr
1030 :#4- 30!ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 13) working sporadic-
ally at best.
1100 :#3 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec
9/26/75 1325 6/29/75:#1 60 ips 120 ips I cm/sec 1,3,5,6 Quiet data. Track 13
8,11,13 has a periodic pulse
1425 :#2 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec JB train.
1500 :#4 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec
1520 :#6 50 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec
1545 :#7 50 1ps 120 ips 1 cm/sec
9/26/75 1620 /5/75:#1 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec - 3,5,6 Low to moderate
,11,13 JB activity. LS det(tr 11)
1640 :#2 0 ips 20 ips cm/sec works sporadically. Tr
13 has a periodic pulse
train
TORNADO DETECTION ANALOG TAPE PROCESSING LOG
Date	 Time	 Tape	 Record Playback Strip Chart 'Tracks Operators	 Comments
Processed	 Desi nation SpeVd	 Seed	 Seed
rTORNADO DETECTION ANALOG TAPE PROCESSING LOG
Date	 Tape	 Record Playback Strip Chart Tracks Operators
Processed Time Designation Speed	 Speed	 Speed
Comments
t
9/30/75 1000; 8/12/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB- Not good data
1610	 #1 8,11 ,13
1025 8/12/75: 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec JB
1624 #2
9/30/75 1045 8/18/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Something on chan. 5
1645 #1 8,11,13, only.
1055 8/18/75: 30 ips } 120 ips	 _ _	 2 cm/ sec JB
1735 #2 S
9/30/75 9/12/75: 30 ips , 120 ips 2 cm/sec 6 ,1,3,5,6 JB Discopnected from DC
1547	 #2 8,11 ,13 ;- - offset board.	 We , rks	 t
better now.	 I
9/30/75 1205 7/6/75 #1 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, Good data	 1
8,11,13 JB
9/30/75 1420 9/10/75: 60 ips !120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,,3,5,691 JB Good data
1645 #1 131189 ,
9/30/75 1435 9/11/75 60 ips :120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, l)	JB l	 Very good data
8,11,13
9/30/75 1500 9/10/75: 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,596,1 JB Small related pattern
1700 #2 8911,13 nothing on chan.	 11	 &;
13.
It but9/30/74 1510 9/12/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 19395969 JB Data on all chan,
1533 #1 8,11,13 i- !	 13.
1530 9/12/'75: 60 ips 120 ips l cm/sec
1625 #3
1550 9/12/75: ! 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec
{ I1640#4
1605 >9/12/75: 60 ips 12.0 ips 1 cm/sec j
1710 #5 E
9/30/75 1615 7/6/75 #2 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Data on all chan.
8,11,13; but 13.
10/7/75 900 8/26/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Nothing on chan. 11
1646 #4 8,	 11,13
10/7/75 920 9/12/75: 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Nothing on chan. 13
1547 #2 8,11,	 13
10/7/75 1000 6/24/75:' 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Nothing on chan. 13
#1 noon 8,11 ,13..
test
1140 6/24/75 un- 120 ips 2 cm/sec
Noon test deter- - and
#2 mined 1 cm/sec
g -1100 6/24/75 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec
4 1 #1 PM
flight
1120 6/24/75: 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec
1729 #2
10/7/75 1210 8/12/75: 30 ips 120 "ips 2 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB No data
1624 #2 _ 8,11,13
10/7/75 1230 8/18/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Light data
1645 #1 8,11,13
8/18/75: 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec
1735 #2
-
10/21/7° 945 8/12/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Something on 5 &
1610 #1 8,11 ,13 11	 only.
10/21/75 1000 9/12/75: 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Data on all Chan.
1533 #1' 8,11,13 but 8 and 13.
10/21/75 1020 7/6/75 #1 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, JB Data on all	 chan..
8,11,13 but 8 and 13.	 Not
much on 3.
0
TORNADO DETECTION ANALOG TAPE PROCESSING LOG
Date	 Tape	 Record	 Playback Strip Chart
	
Processed Time Designation Speed	 Speed	 Speed	 Tracks Operators _	 Comments
T
TORNADO DETECTION ANALOG TAPE PROCESSING LOG
Date Tape Record Playback Strip Chart
Processed Time Designation Seed Seed Seed Tracks	 Operators Comments
10/21/75 1035 7/6/75 #2 60 ips 120 ips 1 cm/ sec 1,3,5,6, JB Data on all chap.
8,11,13 but 8 & 13
1040 7/6/75 #3 30 ips 120 ips 2 cm/sec - Light data in beginning
then everything stops
half way through.
` 10/21;75 1300 9/12/75 varies as .1 cm/sec 1,3,5,6, 5 tapes on one chart
designa- 8,11,13 with strip chart slowed
L,




II. Analog Strip Chart Recordings
Table II is a processing log which summarizes the useful analog
strip chart recording results by Techno-Sciences on GSFC supplied
equipment. In addition to these results, other recordings were made
but not kept because of various equipment problems which resulted ini
invalid or useless data displays. Many of the tapes were found to be
very quiet, containing indiscernable signals or noise of a "white" 	 .w.
rather than of the desired impulsive nature characterizing lightning
discharges. Others, however contained considerable amounts of the
desired impulsive noise across all frequencies. A short segment of
one of these displays appears in figure II.1.
The data was recorded at a real time (one-sided) bandwidth of
300 khz. As shown in Appendix A, the strip chart recording technique
'	 used is physically limited to be able to show only about 20% of the
actual bandwidth. Even this could only be achieved at 1-7/8 ips
playback speeds and 50 cm/sec strip chart speeds, which would generate
unacceptably large amounts of output. Hence, the strip chart recordings
can only be viewed as a "quick look" tool. Selected portions of the
data must be digitized for processing and display.
PP	 gAs shown in Appendix B, the amount of digitalal uata 	 from
even a short segment of analog tape is very large. Hence, the segments
must be carefully selected. The addition of a timing track may be 	
3






























































































































































































































































III. Tornado Data Digitization
Selected portions of tornado data were digitized by Techno-Sciences
in coordination with GSFC. The Ampex PR-2200 tape recorder used in the
recording of the data was interfaced to the Interdata Model 5 through
an A/D converter which was originally developed for data compression.
Computer programs were written by Techno-Sciences for the digitization
and recording of the original analog tape data on disk and 9^track
digital tape. Data recorded on disk is transferred to tape after the
disk pack is full. 15 bit 2's complement samples were recorded. The disk
record mode supports a rate of slightly less than 20,000 samples per
second. The direct tape record mode supports a rate of "slightly less
than 10,000 samples per second. Most data has been recorded directly
to tape in the interests of conserving operator time and maximizing
the data throughput on each record cycle. Each disk pack holds approx-
imately 2.5 megasamples, less than 4 the storage capacity of a digital
tape. Thus, in terms of real time, when operating the analog playback
equipment so that the Nyquist rate of 600,000 samples per second is
achieved, approximately 20 seconds of real time appear on a digital
	
j
tape in the direct mode whereas only approximately 5 seconds of real
time can be accomodated on disk record pass. Nonetheless, because of
the low pass cutoff of the analog tape recorder, it is sometimes des-
irable to record at the higher rate to disk.
Appendix C contains a listing of the program developed for the
digitization of data for disk storage The program for direct tape
I	 storage is similar, but is not given.
IV. Computer Programs for Tornado Digital Data Reduction
Three major computer programs were developed for the analysis
and reduction of the digitized tornado data. The goals of the prog-
ramming effort were to develop the capability of displaying selected
data portions and analyzing them for their statistical characteristics.
Thais required the development of an appropriate printer/plotter routine
in addition to the formatting, I/0, and analysis routines. Additional
effort was expended on programming for joint operation on the Interdata
Models 5 and 8/32.
The three programs are called SHOALL, REDUCE, and TORNANAL.
The listings of these programs appear in Appendix D. The plotting
program, called PLOTIT, appears in Appendix G. Program SHOALL plots
out the input data, removing non-data portions (noise-only) from the
plot based on an input threshold and time-window. Other program inputs
are the number of points to be used in a FFT spectral analysis, the
number of tape records (one tape record = 12800 samples) to be processed,
the real time sampling rate in kilosamples/second, the time 'between
plotted timing lines in milliseconds and the number of times each
sample is to be repeated for possible axis expansion. If the repeats
are 'set equal to 0, no waveform plotting is done. Similarly, if the;
number of FFT points is set equal to zero, no spectral analysis is
done. The output plot starts with a header which is entered by the
operator. This is followed by the waveform plotted as a function of
time. Everytime a portion of the input is skipped due its detection
as noise only, the amount of time skipped is printed out. Upon the




upon the detection of tape abnormal status (normally end of file) on
read, the program prints out the magnitude of the average power spectrum,
accumulated by the FFT operation over each data portion, and terminates.
Program REDUCE is for quick-look plotting of the digitized
tornado data. Inputs are the real time sampling rate and the desired
output real time plotting rate. The data is filtered by a simple RC
filter with 3 db point at % the Nyquist rate to reduce aliasing. The
output plot starts with a header which is input by the operator to
identify the data, date, etc. and is followed by the plotted data
with vertical timing lines every 10 msed in real time. The program ter-
minates upon abnormal tape status (normally end of file)
Program TORNANAL is used to do statistical analyses on the
tornado data. An amplitude histogram and a histogram on the time between
threshold up-crossings is computed. Inputs to the _program are the num-
ber of tape records to be processed, the minimum time interval between
up-crossings to be counted as a peak event and the up-crossing threshold.
Outputs are the input parameters and plots of the histograms on a log
scale. Examining the sample printout in appendix D, it is seen that the
histogram cdf is approximately linear, indicating an exponential dist-
ribution for the interpulse arrivals and hence. a Poisson peak occurence
model The amplitude histogram indicates agreement with a Gaussian amp-
litude model.
The reader is referred to Appendix D for listings of the three




V. Data Reduction for the Short Pulse Radar Data
The short pulse radar data is recorded on 800 cpi digital tape.
Program ECKPDF was developed for the analysis of this data. The listing
of the program and a sample output appears in Appendix E. The program
performs amplitude histograms, spectral analyses, and interpulse time
histograms. In addition, the average pulse shape across the input data
and the shape of each input pulse can be plotted. These pulses appear
	
..b-
on a linear scale in time, as-they are recorded, and on an estimated
linear scale in range and on an estimated linear scale in antenna
angle. The necessity for estimation arises from the need for an absolute
range and antenna angle calibration on the data at some point in the
recorded time record. This estimated point is found by taking the lead-
ing edge of the return pulse and assuming that it corresponds to the
lower 3 db point of the antenna. The range and angle scales are then
determined from this assumed angle and the known aircraft altitude at
the time of recording.
The program inputs are the desired header on the output plot, the
antenna parameters-pointing angle, beamwidth, and range, 	 the number
of pulses to be processed, the record format - documentation size,
data record size, and total record size, and the number--of pulse
points to be used in the reduction. A sample of the program output
appears with the listing in Appendix E. The input header is followed 	 y
7
by the record recorded on the tape giving the radar operator information.
Next appears an amplitude histogram. The non-continuous nature of the
histogram in the example is due to a misadjusted A/D converter. Next
appear the averaged pulses_ in time, range, and angle. Following this
r16
is the average pulse power spectrum calculated and accumulated using
an FFT routine. finally, the interpulse time histogram is plotted, the
peak of which can be used as an estimate of the average wave spacing.
In the example in Appendix E, the last page is a sample of individual
pulse printouts, on a linear time, range, and angle basis. These are
optional and would normally appear before the average pulses.
VI. Short Pulse Radar Simulation
The problem of sea state estimation from measured short pulse
radar information is	 very complex. Particularly complicating the
problem is the lack of accurate "ground truth" data, i.e. the lack of
exact knowledge of what an accurate estimate on any particular segment
of data is. A good way of removing this. problem is to develop computer
simulations where the estimated parameters can be accurately known and
controlled.
As a part of the contract effort, Techno-Sciences has developed
a two-dimensional simulation of the received pulse under a Gaussian
surface model. A listing of the program appears in Appendix F along
with a sample printout of several pulses. The surface is allowed to
consist of any combination of a deterministic sinusoidal component
and a Gaussian component with a Pierce-Moskowitz spectrum under operator
control. In each case, the period and amplitude is variable. The random 	
i
portion is generated using an FFT on randomly generated frequency come	
_o
ponents whose vari ances are porporti oval to the Pierce-Moskowitz spectrum 	 {
at each frequency. The simulation of the pulse return is based on equa-
tion (4) of Spectrum of Power Scattered by a Short Pulse From a Stoch-
astic Surface, by David Levine, NASA report X-952-74-299, August 1974.
The specular reflection points are found by interpolation between sam-
ples of the derivative of the surface where it goes through zero.






There are no reportable new technology items resulting from the
work under this contract. The following review activities were per-
formed to determine any reportable items:
1. The key technological concepts and ideas studied under the
contract were identified. These consisted of the methods of analysis
of tornado and short pulse radar data. The extent to which these ideas
represented new techniques as versus an application of known tech-
niques was reviewed.
2. A review of appropriate published literature to determine
the uniqueness of the ideas developed under the contract was performed.
{	 3. A meeting with the technical officer to discuss the results
j	 of the contract study effort and points (1) and (2) in connection with
efforts performed at GSFC and under contract with other contractors
was held.
As a result of the review activities, it was concluded that there
were no ideas, discoveries, or improvergents or reportable items which
were first conceived or reduced to practice under the contract.
Appendix A
Strip Chart Recorder Display Limitations
The Varian strip chart recorder used for the processing of the
analog tape recordings under this contract is limited in usefulness by
sampling theorem considerations presented in Appendix A. The plotting
density of the strip chart recorder is 200 points per inch, which by
the sampling theorem allows for a maximum frequency resolution of
a waveform of 100 cycles per inch. The maximum strip chart speed is
50 cm/sec or approximately 20 inches/sec. Thus the maximum frequency
content of a signal which can be resolved is approximately 2000 hz.
At the recorded speed, the anlog tapes have frequencies up to
300 khz . The maximum record speed used was 60 ips. At a minimum
playback speed of 1-7/8 ips, the highest frequency present is then
300/32= 10 khz or 5 times the strip chart recorder's frequency
resolving capability.
Thus digital methods must be used to accurately represent and
display the analog tape data. From the preceding considerations it 	 3
is seen that a minimum sampling rate of 20,000 samples per second
must be used. Higher sampling; rates are desirable to avoid analog
tape-flutter/wow problems at 1-7/8 ips by running higher playback
i
(and hence higher sampling) speeds.
Appendix B
Digital Tape Limitations
Based on the sampling rate considerations presented in
Appendices A and B, it can be easily shown that great selectivity
must be exercized in choosing the data to be digitized for display/
analysis. Each of the 14 300 khz analog tape tracks requires
600,000 samples per second in real time or, at a recording speed
of 60 ips, 10,000 samples per inch of analog tape per channel for a
total of 140,000 samples per inch for all channels. Assuming 8 bit
samples and continuous recording (no record gaps)„ a; 2400 ft. 800 bpi
digital tape can hold only (2400 x 12 x 800)/140,000 = 165 inches
of analog tape or less than 3 seconds of real time sampled data. Hence
the channels chosen for sampling and the actual segments of time
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TO DISK UNDER SVC 1 11/75
R OPT LAB n FITODK
* PROGRAM TO INPUT FROM X'20' A/)
* ON SELCH X'Fi' AND ZUTPUT
! THPILIGH SVC 1 TO BRYANT IN ONE
# CYLINLER CHUNKS ON THE X'FO' SELCH
1 SECTOR C00i'i AND BUFF BEING FILLED
# ARE DISPLAYED ON D. F. PROGRAM QUITS
ON ANY	 's!INTERRUPT OTHER THAN X'F1' DE's!
*• WITH 	14' STATUS (CLOCKED MODE-EXA)
4 INCLUDING TTY. NORMAL TER11INATIOiN IS
• THEN WHEN DISK IS FULL. DIRECT
* SVC TO DISK IS USED( I. E. RANDOM ACCESS
M TO LU F).
* CONTAINS A WRITE TO TAPE FROGRAM ALSO.
M LLD ! 1•21/75



























014SR E110 3V'C 1. RDDS.{ READ BLK IN
0170R014CR 4310 LH P 1. RDDSK+2 CK. STAT
0172P.
015OR 4470 SNE ABORT3
0102R
0154P E110 SVC :.:±RTTP WRITE TO TAPE
017AR
0153R 4310 LH P1.WP,TTP+2 CK STAT0 17C
015CR 4230 BNE ABrRTE
OILER,
01vOR 4520 CLH COUNT. SMAPS SEE IF DONE
O1C4P
01648 4380 SNL 6JUIT012AP.
0168R CA30 AHI COUNT. NUMSEC INCR SEC COUNT
0064
016CP 4300 E LUP DO MORE
0144P
0170R 5COF FDDSK DC X' SCOF' . 0. LOW1, HIGH 1.0
0000
0222R6621P




0132R 0000 FEW'DSK DC X10000'.0
0000
0136R 0006 UNPAK. DC 6,MESS+4
01CrR01 BAR 0006 L INPAK2 DC 6, MESS+ i C-1












01ACR 0003 PACK DC 8,L$fL4'1
02Z2R
0150R 0001 PAWS DC 1





202O 1COR 8302 E:0F DC X' 3802' . 0
0000







O1D4R 2811 BLANK DC X'2311',O,5L
0000
01DAR
O 1 DAR 0000 E'L DC 010
0000
O1DER 0070 CLK DC X''0'
01DFR CLKAD EQU CLK.+1
O 1EOR 0071 COM DC X10071,	 GAIN, A/D CH 0, ENABLED. READ r3NE $AMfP
01E1R CMD EOU COM+1O IE2R 2311 F H 0 W I DC X,'281 1 ' , 0. SHO 1
0000
01EER01ESR 2311 SHOW2 DC ;' 231 1'. 0. SH02
0000
OIF2R
01EER 0000 :.HOI DC 0, 1
000101F2R 0000 SH02 DC 012
000201F8R 3COF WP.IT i DC X' 3COF'. 0. LOW1, HIGH 1, 0
0222R ORIGINAL PAGE IS
21 R OF POOR0000 QUALITY020OR 3COF WRIT2 DC X' 3C0F' . 0. LOW'2, HIGH2. 00f i00
6622E
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
&, -
1ra00Q38 F1 T3 DISK. UNDER SVC	 1	 11:%75	 PAGE	 4
CA21R
0000
0064 NUMSEC EQU 100
020AR SpV DS 2











02228 L.OW1 DS 25600
66218 HIGH1 EQU *-1
662228 LOW2 DS 25500
































R°	 0001p li	 008
R1 2

























WPIT	 00?OF:%,iRIT 1	 01F«
^^P.I T 2	 32008
'id RTTP	 017APSHOI.12	 01E''F
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALfN












SH rjALL PROG T!DRNAD Q  F'P7CE550R PROGFIAM
ERLST
SFORT
C SLAB- SHOALLFRI3GRAP1 TO READ IN FROM LU 1 THE
C FEi:ZPDED DIGITIZED TORNr+DO SAMPLES
C IN I P-WO 15 SIT -'WPLE BLOCKS ANL PL,3TC THEM PON THE VARIFN.C
?PIPLICIT INTEGER*2 (I-N )
INTEGER*4 ISTAT,I3TDEV): uMPLE^( CrIPL),
DIMENSION INF( 12800 ), IPL'aT(3 ), IGD(21 ), DAT! 15 )
DIMENSION SPEC( 513 ),TEL(. 514 )
COMPLEX z{ 10x4
EPUIVALENCE ( IMP( i ), DAT( i) )L l riTA 0215. IEEF,4 i . ICONE/-W-58. - 0, 1/
DATA ICR. 1 1aDF T5, SCALE/'33450, 2., S.
DATA LU/j/
'-DINC- 1393. / FLC i AT( IGDPT3- 1 )
C SET UP GRID 4ALUES
DO 4 i n 1, I!3DFTS
-I- 1
4	 IGD( I )-X*GDIP-C+. 5
':1RI T E( 0, 1 )1	 FrRMAT( 6HLABEL':
READ ( 0, 2) Dr i
2	 F^6RMAT( 1SA4 )
'IiFITE( 3. ?) DFT, ICR7	 F!tFMAT(1H 1°A ,AI)
1;FITE( 0. 21 )
21	 F =iRt1AT( IIHNFFT, RECORD3? )
R'EkD e 0. 17 ) N, NFECSC SET PECORD CgUNTER TO 0
PiRECNT-0
C SET UP FFT TABLE-
CALL F0UP.1T(F, N. TBL. ISER'' )
N2 - N/^2
F12'-N2+1
C °_ERO A -17G SPECTFA
DO 20 I- 1. Pic 1
20	 SPEC( I )-0.
'^;RITE( 0. 14 )
14	 FC:jRMAT( %'HDEL. W P5S I . THRESH( V ). SPACE( MS ). RATE( K5) )P&4D( 0, 15) DELr Y, THRESH. SFACE, RATE15	 FrRMAT( 15F5. 2 )C CONVERT TO IN-EFt-. L PAPAMETERS
C RhTE IN SAMFS.SEC 'SPACE FETtiaEEN VErTICAL LINE=
C IN 5E ,:lZND3,DELi;Y F!;P i;INDC-W IN SOMPLES,C THPESH rdLD IN INTEGER RANGE
f'^TE-RATE*1000.







IDLY=DELAYMRRTE+.SITHR5H=' 2. ** 14 *THRESH/10.
DT= 1. .,PATE
C GE T EXPANSION FAC T I)R FOR PLOTTING
C IRPTm0 MEANS DON1 FLIT DATA
', RTTE( 0, 1.5 )
16	 F@RMAT( SHF.EPEATS-7 )
REHD(0, 17!IPFT$
17	 F,^FMAT-: 15I5v )
C ADJU'3T GRID SPtiCING FAIR REPEATS
I_PAC=ISPHCwIRFTS







CALL SYSIIh( :"e. 1, ISTAT. I' TDEV. Ih:F( 1	 INPf IZ800 ). . 0 )
IF(ISTAT. NE
*
C%  Gsi Tb I
IF( IRPT. NE . 0 . t:'RITE( ;, 100 ) TIME
DO o 111- 1. 1^•_,^
TIME-TIVIE+DT
100	 Fr!JR..MAT( SHT IME-. F15. 4
SKIP-SKIP+DT
IF( ISWICH. En. 1 GO TO ?.
IJwIII+IDLY
IF( IJ. GT . 12800 :l GO TO 6





'.4R.1TE( 3. 12) EKI Pr!, TIM
i2	 FliFAlAT( 1H .. F12. S. 21H MSEC SKIPPED, TIME= . r 10. Z. 5H W_
1:, 01 Tm 13
o	 Ii=NT n ICNT+1




!Fi' L0. LT. 1. OF. IHI. GT . 12800) GO TO 13
I i1A;(= 0
II=L!n, Intl
Its;=IAE5( 1'NP -IIftA:X =riaxo^ I.^,r ' . Z.' : )
IF( IMK:. GE. I  r1F.SH) GO TO 13
11	 CONTINUE
ORIGIlJAn PAGE IS






13	 X n ItiP( III )
X n A /(.- 2 15
NFFT n NFFT+1!F( N. EQ. 0 ) GQ TO 22H( NFFT ) n CMPLx( f., 0. )
IF(NFFT. LT. N: 69 TO 22
NFFT n 0CALL F(0UR 1T(_. N. TBL, IrtNE )
DO 23 I n 1, N21FE-REAL( Ec I )
23	 SPEC ( I)n SPEC ( I)+RE+RE+PIMA
C LINEHRLY INTERPOLATE
22	 IF( IRPTS. EQ. C ) GO TO b 	 a&
DO 18 I n 1, IRFT5
XX n ;!LAST+FLOFT( I)*( X—XLAST )A'RPTKa( XX*SCRLE+. 5 -* 1399. + 1. 5
K n MAXO( 0, K )
KK n MINO( 1'3 39, KIPLr3T(1) n KKCALL PLOfIT(IPLZT,LL,11bNE, IONE
13	 CONTINUE
XLAST n X
RESET GRID IF TIME
o	 CONTINUE
NRECNT n NRECt4T+ 1IF( hJRECNT. LT. NF'E(',S) G30 TP_I
101	 IF( Pl. EQ. 0 )	 ST OF'
X MAX- 0.
C FIND AVG SPEC MA:+
DO 24 I- 1. N2124	 `(rtAX n AMAX. 1(	 XMA)f, SPEC( I) )
PRINT IT
DO 25 I- 1, N21K- SPEC( I )* 13—'-9/^,MAX+. 5
IPLQT( 1 ) n K
I• 13 25 J n 1, 10




































. W	 EXT FUNC


























IDLY	 IM! 2 VAR
ITHR.SH INT2 VA.R





























IASS E XT	 FUN;;
IP6S2 EXT FUNC
SKIP11 PEAL VAR









PIA 'A EXT	 FUNC.


















24 L ABE L
























a	 I	 I	 f'q	 ray	 ; .j . (	 y+r^ t	 y,' , `	 ;.i?,.i.4f.o
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Program REDUCE - Program Listing
°AGE 13001
T ►;SSM
^E.DV',E PR,JG T21KMHDY TIME CUIPRESSION PPOk RAM LDD 2.73
EFL ST
IFF!WTC 3LAd- FEDIKE
C PRQGP.411 TO READ IN TFiRNADO DATA
RC J= ILTER :iITN ThE	 DS FOINT AT
1/2 THE NYQUIST FATE F loR THE OUTPUT
PLOTTING 3AMPLII'JC: RATE
THE !3,UTPUT FATE I5 r'!N INFUT 4f;FII+BLE-
't• J KSAMPSi:_EC
-! !^TTZNG CONTINUES T!b EOF
LDD 12.%9/ 7 5 MOD FQr-: 8, 132 2/5:76
INF• LICI T INTEGER*2 ( I-N )
INTEGER*4 ISTr47, ISTDEV
DIf1EN IVJ INF( 12800 ), IPL9jT( 10 ), I -9D( 21
DII°IENSION DATt 15 ), LAST( 10) .
W) TA I6.DFTl7)./—cl,'
DATA L IJ, 10NE,'3, 1,'
GDINC- 1399.. , FLr RT-. I f;rPT :,- I !




4	 IGD( I )-'(*GDIP C+. 5
.dF:I T E! 0, 1 )
	
1	 F'bRMAT( 6HLAEELT )
F<EAD( 0, 2 ) DAT
	
2	 FORMAT( 15A4 )
'„'RITE(3,7? DFT
	
7	 F!:iRf9AT( iH , lEA Z )
.AT C( 0, 21 )
	21	 F!%,PMA'(25HF..ATE IN, RATE VJT, P.HNGE	 )
F?EAD( 0, 15 ) F.F ',I  N, RRT OUT, RFNGE
	
15	 F4 KM.ATC 1SF5. 2
'iPITE(3, '77 	FriTIN,RAT .JUT FAit,iE
	
. 7	 F:.iRMAT^ LI+IF. r+TE IN- F3.	 4H K. . - ,IfRATE OUT	 F"3. 	 «ti i':.,,
1 10HP-P :5nCiiLE-. F9. Z.: FH V.
:3Cr',LE-20. * 13z9..RANGE
r,LFDEL=3. 14IE92::4RATJLI T. FFTIti
Ri-tiOw EAF( -ALP[ EL. )? -S END-RAT IN,T ,41 OUT +.
-PAt:- 10. +RAT'i:1JT+. 5
GRID LINE







'_:tii .jRM-(2 *« 1	 ?FTC 1. -RH! kRH




iiRITE^ 0.5) I TAT
5	 FORMPT(81-15TATU:7 a-14)
ST rhP
3	 IREC -IREC+ 1
'4RITE(3,8) ItEC
F!oRt ,AT( 7HRECCRI .15)
Do 5 III . 1. 1e 500
X M INP( III )Y-RHFJ*Y+X: XNQ Rt 1
Ii:NT a lk NT+1
IF( ICNT. LT. ISEND ) tied TO 6
ICNT-0h:-Y*5CALE+6S'=.
1 POINT, 1REPEAT,._RID ^I-N
CALLPLOTIT(k. L, I , 3PJE, I2lNE )
:1SET.ISET+'1
3	 CZNTINUEGO TO 11
END
. U	 EXT FUNC





DAT	 PEAL 'd AR
LHST	 INT2 VAPI(;OPTS INC 2 Vr.R
LU	 INT2 VAR
I r5NE	 INT2 VAR
GDINC	 REAL VAR
































StT k.3kD EAT FUNC
Icha INT2 VHR





















ORIGNOF p^R QA GE 1B












































































































































































•	 Program TORNANAL - Program Listing	 PAGE 0001
3ASS11
TOF,'NANAL FROG TQRNi;D ,l DriTA	 5I 4/'76
EFLST
$FARTC FR S@'GRAM TO READ Iti FROM LU 1 THE
C RECORDED DI ,aITIEED TTRNtADC SAMPLESC IN 12300 15 BIT _i;i IPLE BLOCKS
C AND HNALYEE THEM F i R AMPLITUDE
C TIt°IE INTERVAL DI°T IEUTIONSC
It°iPLICIT INTEL R+2 (I-N)
ItiTEaERN4 IPFRIII(5 )
DIMENSION INF( 2300 ). TIMPMF( 1024 ), AMFI •iF( 1024 )
DI f-TENSION IGFD k. 10 ), IDAT( 5 }. IPAP. M( 12 ?. LAST( 5 )




DATAIONE, IM1, TW0/ 1, - 1, 2/
DATA ITMMA.x.. Ir,i iPMX./lrjk4, 1024/
C AMPLITUDE NORNHLI E IR FOR FMF
rJrfRr1=32i 53i2r-r'1 r1)CC SET UP GRID POINT'S
DO 15 I = 1. IGIF - 5
15	 IGRD( I )=FLOAT( - 1 )f 1399. /FL!DAT( IGDPTS- 1) +. 5
CALL 5ET6RD( LU IGP.D. IGDPTS, 0 )
'TRITE( 0. 1 )1	 FQ)RMAT( 27HRUCif DS, DUR, THRESH'( 2I5, FS) )
F:EAD( 0.20) NFE! S, IDUR, THR:ESH
EQ	 F DRMAT( 2I'f, F^
CflnW^ERT T9 i lJTE , :D:': " i;"E H^LIiTHRSH=( 2. #i 14 '^THFZ_t:H/10.
- I'). V RhrL^EP ;lF HFRFAYS
2 I = 1. I T r1i ii-i
2	 i i i IPMF( I)=C.
3	 rf ^F'r r r I =0.
C SET PEi;K '-RI
;
GIN TO 0
C i;ND P= AK EVENT CNTf ALSO
IFK:3RG 0
IEVENT=i_C SET LAST ONE IN T!71
L.,;5 T !N=i)
CALL 5'l': 	 's. 1. Nf=(I )• G56QUr Q )IF( IPARI°1(r :. r E. 0) G,-- ) T . 5
C EXIT
DO 6 III= 1, IZ , 0
IPk:a7•RG=IPhD^F:+
IE;;ENT=IEJctJT+






IF(INP( III i. LT
JFtLHSTIN. riT. I
C IF No T, 	 THIS AN LP
IF(IPKORG. LT. I
C SKIP SHORT INTERVA
IEVENT=IEVENT/
IEVENT=MINU(IE








5 WR ITE( 0, 13 )	 II
13 Fl;jRMATt IOHON R
12 CQINTINUE
C NOF.MALIEE;'.PLOT	 PrIFSUM. 0.
D(S	 8	 I . 1, ITI'irIH
o SUM- SUM+TIr1PrIF
WRITE( 3, 18) NR
18 FORMAT( I 	 - Ie,
1	 F12.0.21H	 T I I IWRI T E( 3, 13 )
19 FwRMAT( ZOHLOG iWRITE( 3,21 )




DO 3 I- 1, ITMr!A
T1NPMF( I ) = TI; IF
IDHT( 1 )=260. rf
4 DF-CDF-TIrIFIiFIDAT( c )-250, +(
brJ 3	 J= 1, IRPTS
CALL PL ,DTIT( IP9 C,?INTINUE
url- o.
D l7	 10	 I= 1, I^+I'iF'
10 SUM=$UH4-AHFtlF^
CDF- 1.
LAST( 1 )-0LitST( 2 )=0
D p i	 It	 I= 1, IHrIrHr1PrlF( I :=Mt~IFI IF
IDHT( 1 )=280. *(
i_DF-CDF-FtP1PrbFi
IDAT( 2 )=280. *(
K)+1.
ITHRSH) GO TO 6
HRSH ) G!D TO 6
CPI'JSSiNGUR ) GO T1`5 16S( PART OF SAME: EVENT )
1)LIR
ENT, IT(IMAX )LENGTHS
TT(IPMF4 IEV ENT 1+1.
I, IPARM( 2 )
CORD , I5, 9H, STATUS= , 16)
S
I)Cam, THRESH, SUMOH R (Q)RDS , . 1 1H THRESHOLD=, F3. J,
INTERVALS FOUND)
'uF PR05ABI LI T Y )
, 2H-4, 33X, ZH -3, 33X, 2H -2, 33X, 211- 1 )
( I )./BuM
"9U 10C Ar!t Y, I(, F.100:0 1, T IMPMF( I } } ) + 5. )+. 5
!JG to( Hr?H,, 1(. nrrir) 1, CDF ) )+5. }+. 5
T, LeIST, ITW@j.. I!"ii`4E )
I)J'^UMLxIG I Of AMAX 1(. 00001, AMFMF( I)) `+6.


































. T	 EXT FUNC

















































V LEVEL 1 POZ-00
do- I
PAGF',I;














1 - Cumulative Distribution Function
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Appendix E
Program ECKPDF
Program ;_isting and Sample Printout
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Program ECKPDF - Program Listing
^SA5SM
ECKPDF PROG PDF DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM 5/7E
ERLST
S-FORT
IMPLICIT INTEGER *2 (I—N}
INTEGER*4 IPARM(G)
INTEGER*4 IHEDCK. , IHED(c0)
DIMENSION INN(1G)30) , INP(204S) , I)AT(42),ISTHT(2)
DIMENSION IPLOT(140.)),LAST(1@)
DIMENSION PULSE ( 2048) , VAR(2043)
DIMENSION PDF(255) , IGRD(10)




EOUIVALENCE (Z (1) , PULSE(1)) , (PFAV (1) , VAR (1) )
E(^UIVALENCE (I lh1 (1) , IHEL'CK) , (IPFiRM (1) , :ESTAT (1) ?
DATA IONE,IZERO,IS,ITWQ,I3,I25Si1,0,5,2,3,25Er
DATA ISPt=;G I'PT,ftA,r'LS.7'12v,^,2SF;i
DATA IBIG, IAMP%3kl00Z,s, 2r'
DATA L'ELTATf . v,)1;'
C DELTAT=SAMPLING PERIOD( MSEC)
DATA NFFTi =;50!
DATA LU, YES /3, 1HY i
DATA DTOR, DLT00/ , Z:L74 ;329, 3 , f
DTGR=DEGREES 70 RADIAN'^,DLT300=300"SAI r1PLIi,IG PERICD(MICSEC)
DATA I5,IM1iG,-1i
DATA IGRD ( 1),IGRD ( 2),IC4RD ( 3),IGRD ( 4),:EGRD ( S),IGRD(G)i
1 0 279, S59, 839, 1119, 1399/
C GET IHED"R IN
CALL SYSIO(IPARM,72,1,IHED(1),Zl0,0)
CALL FOURIT(Z,NFFT,-FBL,IZERO)
C SET UP FFT TABLES
NFFT21=NFFTi2+1
WRITE(0,40)








30	 FORMAT C 2 1H ANGLE , Bi l',J I DI ' H , ALTUD ! 11) , FE :L
READ (0, 31) Af-IGLE, BEAM, ALTUD
C CONVERT TO RADIANS FOR LATER TRIG
ANGRAD=ANGLE*DTOR
EfY1RAD = BEAM "l%'DTOR
G ONE SIDED EEAlMWID7H
BM2=0MRADr2,
G AD-JUST MIN ANGLE FOR N•:^DIR OR NOT
ANGMIiN=AMAXI (O'. , AN R'AD-BM2)
C ALSO MA:<;
ANGMAX=ANGRAD+BM2
C DXR = K INCREMENT ALONG THE GROUND WHEN FDJUSTING PULSE SASE
C CHOSEN SO THAT NO. 05 GROUND SAMPS =: NO. CF TIME SAMPS
C FROM NADIR TO ANGMAX
DXR=SIN (ANGMAX) *DLT`?00/ (2 . *ALTLJD* (1 . -COS (PNGrAX) )
C I'lOJ.J DO SAME FOR UNIFORM ANGLES
DANG = DLTZOO*ANGMAX,/ (2 . , tALTUD* (".. 1C0E (ANGMAiX) - 1 .) )
31	 FORMAT (SFS . 1 )
C CLEAR PDF ARRAY
DO 42 I=1,266
42	 PDF (I) =Z .










READ(0, 2) IELKS, IRW(;S, IDOCS, IDNTS, LC, IHI
IDOCSI=1+IDOCSl2
IREC2=IRECS/2	 1
IDA 7 92 = I RA TS,
LO = MAXO( 1, LO)	
y
IHI=MINO(IHI,IDATS)
IHI = fl O(NFFT+LO-1,IHI)
IHIGH= IHI—LO+1	 4
IHIGH=MINO(IHIGH, 4GG) 	 J
IHIGHc=2*IHIGH








IF(IDD G,EQ.IDOCS1)CALL S`S10 1PAR11,72,i,1NN 1),2060,,Z)
IF`(ISTAT(2) . EQ.0) Gib TO 125
WRITE(0,S-O) ISTAT(2)
SQ	 FORl'lAT (7HSTATUS= -, Iii
GO TO 28




C TERMINATE ON LAST IHEDER FOUND TOO





OF IG^^ PAGEPAR QU'Y
PAGE 0003
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20t)	 FORMAT (4E20 . 9 )
9	 C+JNTIrWE
i 2 8 SUM = 0 .





10	 -MAX=AMAX1 (:<;MAX, FDF I) l
WRITE(3,G) LSAT
j G 	 FORMAT(lH ,4OA4)
G PUT Of-IT TAPE HEALER STUFF
WRITE(3,S) IHED
WR1TE(3, 3) IFILE, ANGLE, DiUR, SAt-lF7 S, i;LTU))
3	 FORr1AT':E,H FILE ,'I3 , 9X, FE. ;t, BH I;EGREES, SX, FG, E , 7H MICSEC,
1SX,F7,2,SH PTS, IN,l0H,ALTITUDE	 FS.0)
WRITE(3,20) KTOT,LO,IHI
'0	 FORMAT t 1'r; 16, 7H EL F CK'3, 8H, LIMlTS 2IG)
WRITE(3,21)21	
FORMAT(20HLOG OF PiROBABILIT'r' )
22	 F 0RMAT(2H-5.33X, 2H--432';, 2H-3,Sl3X,2F-2,33-,21-1, 33X, 1H@) 1
CALL SETGRD(LU,IGRD,IG,ISPAC)
DO 12 I=1,25	 9
	
^	 IDAT=`^^0. T tALOG1G^t;^^4A:X1 (	 1. 00001 , F'DF.(I) ^) +S , );- . S
DO 12 J	 IRPT
12	 CALL PLOTIT(IDAT,IDAT,10NE,IMI)
WRITE(3,E3)
63	 FORMAT(20H1AVERAGE PULSE,SIGMA )




PULSE (I) = PI 1LSE (I) /'XTOT
1r AR (I) ='BAR (I )' XTOT-PULSE (I) **2
IFtPV^ GT.PUL' -(I)) GO Tyr"61
PK = PULSE (I)	 A
KSTART=I-
61	 CONTINUE
DcL.^'AR=ALTUL^^ (1 , /G^l'6 i; A^!GRt^D+EMci l -'1 . ^c^7s i ar4G^'1rN) )
DEL7AS = 2 . *DELTAR/DL T 30ti+
KEND=DELTAS+, 5 	 -
KEND=KEND;KSTART









FORMAT (7HSTART = , I6 , 7H , END = , :6 )













PULSE (K) =PULSE (K.) —XZER0
64	 CONTINUE
C SET GRID FOR AVG PULSE
CALL SETGRD(LU,IGRD, 16, IBIG)
S(,ALE=1399./PK
DO 62 K=LO,IHI
IPLOT (1) =SCALE*PUL!SE (K) + . 5





C FORCE GRID AT KSTAR't' 	 9
IF(K,EQ.KSTART.0R.K:.EQ,KEtlD) Cf3LL SETGRD(LU,IGRD,I'6,IBI^2)
DO o2 J=1,IRPT
CALL PLOTIT(IPLGT, LAST, ITWO, IOr4E)
62	 CON i tdUE
C ADJUST TIME BASE
C FOR UNIFORM SAMPLING Oil GROUND
C GET START SAMPLE VALUE ON INPUT ( MA's' BE -) 	 ^
DRSTRT = ALTUD*(1.iCOS(AP-(GMIN)-1, )
KO=KSTART — IFIX (2. *DRSTRT3 DLT300+.5)
C NORMALIZED RANGE VALUES USED
C DTOT = TOTAL :SURFACE COVERED
DT0T = DXR*FL0i:AT (_IHIGH) *ALTUD






DR=AL.TUD* (SQRT (RtIS) —1 .
D =2. TDR/DLT200
KD=DS
C XR=NQRMALIZED X`, RNS=NORt^lfaLIZED RAfdGE, DR=RAtdG.E CHFt GE
C KD=TRUNCATED SAMPLE CHANGE
KADJ=KO +KD
IF (KADJ . NE . KSTART AND , KADJ NE . N..END )%O TO S3
fPFGE 0005
54









I PULSE (KAD.J) ),K (L, S—FLOAT (KD))) + 5
57	 DO 4S I=1,IRPT
CALL PLOTIT(IPLOT,LAST,IOtqE,IONE)
48	 CONTINUE






ANG T OT=120. ^''AN,TOTi 3. 14IS92?
WRITE(3,F6) ANGTOT
66	 FORMAT (6H 10 TO F9 . 2 , SH DEGREES)
DO E7 K=1,IHIGH
ANG=DAPdG*FL0AT ( K-1 )
DR = ALTUD* (1. `COS Ai''t w l —1 , )
DS=2,:*DR/DLT300
KD=DS
tC ANG=ANGLE FROM MADIR DR=RANGE CHANGE FROM NADIR,
C KD= TRUNCATED SAMPLE CHANGE
KADJ=KO+KD
T F (KADJ . NE, K'START . AND K.ADJ . NE , k..END) GO TO 68
IF (KSET. EQ . 1 . AND . KADJ , EQ . KSTAR',') GO TO E9
KS.
 SETGRD(LU,IGRD,IG,IBIG)
C PUT VERTICAL LINE HERE
68	 IF (KADtJ . GT . L0 . AtID , KADJ . LT . IHI) GO TO 69
IPLOT(1)=0
GO TO 79	
169	 IPLGT (1) =SCALE* ( PULSE (KADJ) + (Pi_1LSE (K ADJ +1 )
I	 1 PULSE(KADJ))*(DS—PLOAT(K.D)))+,S
79	 DO 67 I=1,IRPT
CALL FLOTIT(IPL0T,LAST,IONE,IONE)
67	 CONTINUE
C SET Ur GRID
CALL SETGRD(LU,IG;RD,IZER'O,MAXPLS)
WRITc(0,GS)
6S	 FORMAT (2SHPOSITI ON TAPE FOR PULSES)
PAUSE




C GET MAX' RANGE ADJUST FACTOR
C R:**4 FACTOR
WRITE('3,25) ALTLID,DTOT_
25	 FORMAT(12H1ALTITUDE 	 F7.0 2H M,22t-_DURA71ON FROM NADIR
1 F7 . 0 , 2H M)	 55
-C CLEAR AVG SPEC ARRAY
DO 89 I=1,S12
39	 PAV(I)=2.







DO 70 I I I I= 1, I1 LKS
IF(19EG.EQ.IDOCSI)CALL SYSIO(IF'ARII,72,1,INN(1),20GO,0)
IF(ISTAT(2).NE.0)GO TO 78












C MAX. = 'MAX VALUE OF ADJUSTED L,ATA, MIN=-MINIVURi
DO 24 K=1,IHIGH
XR=DXR*FLOAT(K-1)
C NEW X VALUE
ALF=ATAN(XR)
X=1.3:9* (ALF -ANGRAD) /BM2
SX=AB'S(SIN(X))
IF (SX . GT . X/2 .) C40 TO 2S•
ANTFAC=1
GO TO 27
26	 ANTFAC = (X/SX) **
C GET RANGE NORMALIZED SQUARED
27	 RNS=1 +XR*XR
C GET RANGE AND ANTENNA ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
RADJ=RNS*RNA
C DR ACTUAL RANGE TO GROUND POINT - ALTITUDE
DR=ALTUD*(SCRT(F , NS)-1.)
	 1
DS = E . T LR%DLT30G`
C TRUNCATEA•.. SAMPLE TIME ( MAY BE - )
KD=DS
KADJ=KO+KD	 j
C INLEX OVER FOR TIME PULSE
J=K+IHIGH
IF (KADJ . GE . LO . AND . KADJ . LT IHI) CO TO 91
C IF	 FILL IN WITH Q
INEW ( J) =0
1i	 ^
PAGE 0007











IF(4*INEW(J).LT,MAX) GO TO 9S
C A$O'YE THRESH, POSSIBLE PEAK
IF(INEW(J).GT.INEW(J+1)) GO TO 95
C DOWNHILL, DOESNT COUNT
IF(INEW(J+1),LE,INELJ(J+2)) GO 70 9S
C STILL UP HILL
IPKN=J+1









X=SQRT(AMAi 1 (0. , X) )
i _ 97	 Z(I)=CriPL'(X,v).)
CALL FOUPIT(Z,NFFT,TBL,IONE)
DO 98 I = I , NFFT21
98
	
	 PAS' (I) =CAP'' (Z. ' I) )" 2•FPAV (I )
IF(PRPULS.NE .YES) GO TO 70
DO 84 K=1,IHIGH
ANG=DANG*FLOAT (K-1 )'
DR=ALTUD*(1 . /GOS(ANG)-1 .




C PUT THIS LINEAR ANGLE PLOT 3D IN LINE
IF(KADJ.GE ,LO,AND.KlADJ.LT.IHI)GO TO 85
INEW (J) =0i
- GO TO 84
85	 DX =INP(KADJ+1)—INP(KADJ')
INEW(J)=FLOAT(I'faP(KaDJ))+DX*(DC;- FLOr—T(KD))+.
MIN=MINO(MIN. INEW( J) )
MAX=M,A 0(MAX, INEW(J) )
E4,	 CONTINUE
MAX= MINO(MAX, M'AXAMP)
C` FILL IN TOP ELANKS

















IF((INEW(k.)-IR)*(INEW(K+1) — IR).GT.0) t;0 TO 43






IF(MIN.EG .0) GO TO 70




7 3 	LA T(1)=0
P(h=0.











IPLOT (1) = 2399. ;^ (ALU^a1©C A(IHXi C 1 . E.—S, Fa'} (I ): PM?) /5. +1 .)+. 5
DO 99 J= 1 , IR.PT
99	 CALL PLOTIT(IPLOT LAST,IONE,IONE)
DELT X=DXR*ALTUD
WRITE,(3,73) DELTX




DO 82 I=1,256	 a
82	 SUM=SUM+PDF(I)
DO 83 I=1,256	 3
PDF (I) =PDF (I) i SUM	 j
IDAT=c:^^'1 . ^(F1LOG1^?t=if^iH1C1 (. 00©01 , PEFC I)))+5, )+.5













































IS INT2	 VAR	 3,
Ir1lI INT2 VAR
S`lSIO EXT FUNC











































MA`C 7) E iT FUNC
MAX02 EXT FUNC
MIND E?.;T	 FUNC
















































. R EXT FUNC
KSTART INT2 VAR















III 	 DRSTRT REAL VAR
KO INT2 VAR
C	 IF;IX EXT FUN(:
DTOT REAL VAR




















































































. V	 EXT FUN












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Program ECKPDF - Sample Printout
	 65



































































































































Program ECKPDF - Sample Printout
Interpeak Time Histogram
Estimated Wave- Period -- 6 x-5.4=-.32_4- meters_
w





l^ I	 t	 f l p ^ 	 i1	 U4'	 l lt^ 	 CIA
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SHORT PULSE RADAR SIMULATION
10
Program SIMUL - Program Listing
	 PH(;E 0001
SASSM
SIML FROG 2 D	 PULSE 5(,ATTE 31KJLAT1!^N LUD 2%75
ERLST$FORT
C PROGRAM TO SIMULATE. A rMHFICATION v1F EQN (4) IN THE TIME
C DOMAIN OF "SPECTRUM OF PCJWER---" BY LEVINE OF AUG 1374
C THE 'STATIONARY P2!INT5 ARE FOUND FOR A GIVEN SURFACE
C USING FFT TECHNIQUES
C BOTH A SINUSOIDAL AND A GAUSSIAN SURFACE
C COMPONENT ARE ALLZti,ED. THE 5URFkCE
C IS GENERATED IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
C TO GET THE DESIRED SPECTRUM. THE
C FANDOM SURFACE I5 F'IEiv'k E-MOSKOWII2
C WITH GIVEN PEAK FREQUEN !:Y AND
C PMS 'VALUE AS INPUT. THE SINUSfOIDriL
C FART HAS THE SAtiE FERIOD BUT ANY
C OTHER CHOSEN RM115 VALUE.C FROGF: iM BY TECHNIZ-_•CIENCES,INC 1370CC
IMPLIo IT INTEGER*2 (I-N )
INTEGER*4 IRFN
coriPLE) , E( 10c4 ED( 1024 ). EDD( 1024 ). CMPL , C0NJG
COMPLEX W. Et
DIMENSIION TBL( 513 ), IGRD l 21 ). IPLOT(21 ). LAST(31 )DIMENSION RANGE( 1024 j. C:F.00T( 1U24 )
EQUIVALENCE ( RANGE( 1 ), Ek 1) ). ( CROOT( 1 ). EDD( 1) )TAN( x ).SIN( X	 X )
C SPEC( X )=FIER5ON-kJZ-*OWITS SPECTRUMSPEC( X )-A2*E:4P( -AMIN 1( 130. , 6G2U4/( X*X)) ). ( X**3 )
C X-ANGULAR SURFACE FREQUENCY
C IRAN-RANDOM NUMBER GENE=AT?!RC GAU'SSIAN PULSE SHAF'E
PULSE( X )-EAP( -( ( X/SIGFLS )**2 )-2.
C ( SIN(X )i`X )**1-ANTEMMk POWER t ,r1IN PATTERNGAIN(X) n ( SIN( X,'ANG/AL )/AMAX 1( ASS( X/ANG)(AL ). 1. E-,:,) )**2
DATA SIGTIM/ 008/DATA IRAN/ 123 11 -12 I/DATA NFFT/'1024,'
DATA LUG,/
DATAP2/'6.2S_1SS3/DATA C, DT, FUL'ST M, FO/700... 00:.25.. 01, 1.3300.
a	
/
C C SPEED OF LIGHT. DT=TIME IN(,R, PUCSTI'1a PULSE DUf ATION
DATA I`]/J/DATA I4/4,"
C DTOR =DEGF'EES TO RHDIHNS CRiNVERSIlON
DRTR DT OR,-. 017":,3?'."











WR'I T E( 0. 25 )
25	 FORMAT ( 53HENTER RI1a 3INU30IDAL( M. ).
1RMS RANDOM P-M!( M. ). PERI ('D( M. P( F3) )
READ( 0. 26 ) RM5$IN, RMSRAN, PERIOD
26	 FORMAT( L^FS I
WRI TE( 0. 27 )
27	 F!ORMAT ( 33HENTER RC 3D8 CUTQFF'*PllLSE DUR(F3) )
READt 0. 26) FOTS
WRITE( 0. 31 )
31	 FORMAT( 30HWAVE REPEATS, PULSE REPEATS( IS )
PEAD( 0.32) IRPTW. IRPTP




FORMAT( 1 1HBLOCK57( 15) )
READ( 0. 32 ) IBLM.S
PH@-EXP( -P2*FOTS*DT./PULSTt1)
RHOI - SG'RT( 1. - RHO* RHO )




C CON V ERT FROM PULE TIME SIGtIA 1 w RANGE 5IGt1A
SIGPLS-SIGTIM*C2
C RNGINC=ASSUMED PULSE START,END POINT
PNGINC-6.*SIGPLS
ANGLIN- 18.
APIGCT R= AN,'LI N* DT!<1' P.






C SET UP GRID
GDINC=1333.,lFLvAT(IGDFTB-1)
DO 5 I = 1. IGDFTS
5	 IGRD( I )-FLQATt. I- I )#GDINC +. 5
Y3D6-ALTUD *( THPI( ANGMH;( ) - TAN( ANGMIN) )







C DW=DELTH OMEGA,DF=DELTA FREQ
C SET UP FFT TABLECALL F2bUR 1T(2. NFFT. TEL. 0 )
C SET BLOCK COUNTEF TO 2ER ri BEFORE LiaOPIPIG
ICtOUNT-0








2( 1 )+Ct1PL.X( 0.. C1. )
ED( 1 )•CMPL)(( 0.. 0. i
EDD( i )-Ch1PLX( 0. , 0. )
DO 1 I.2.NFFT21
X= FLOAT ( I- I )*DW
2( I )=CMPL'x( SORT ( FFEC( X ) )*P.HND(;( IRAN ), 0. )*RTDF
CONTINUE
I FREQ- Y3DB/PERIOD+. 5
SET UP N!-N-RANDOM WAVE COMPONENT
E( IFREQ )=E(IFRE:Q )+CMPLX( RMSSIN,'5QPT(2. ), 0.
,SET UP FOR PLOT SCALE FACTORS
SCALE-Rt1SSIN**e:




A=FLOAT( I- 1 )*DL(





11=CMPLX( 0. , X





E( IC )-CONJG( 2( I) )
E D( IC )=CONJG( ED( I > )
2DD( IC )=CONJG( EM 1 > )CONTINUECALL FOUR 1T(£, NFFT. TBL- IONE )
CALL FOUR 1T(ED. NFFT. TEL. ICJNE )
CALL FOURIT(RDI , , NFFT, TBL, IONE )C' FIND STATIONARY FOINTS ASSUMING LINEAR INTERPOLATION
C AND PLOT E(Y ). FIRSTt.2D DERIVATIVESCALL SETrkD(.LU,IGRD.IGDPT5,IEIG)






IF ( TANDIF*TMDIF. GT. 0. ) GO TO 5
DLT=Th1DIF/(Tr,IDIF-TANDIF )
DLT 1= 1. -DLT
ORIGINAL: Pt
L)F PWR Q- ,:.. `'
40
Y-Y+DLT*I!Y
HEIGHT=REML i 2( 1-.1 ) )*DLT I+DLT*REAL( 2( I) )
DERIV n REAL( ED( I- I ) )*DLT 1+DLT* TANALF
DERIV2 • REAL( 2DU( I- 1 ) )*DLT 1+DLT*REAL( EDD( I ) )
KwK+1
RANGEk K )-SORT( Y*Y+( ALTUD-HEIGHT )**2 )
HNG n ATAN( DERIV )
F,F4DCRVn( ( 1. +fERIV*DEPIV )** 1. 5 ).-DERIV2
CROOT( K )=SGRT( ABS( RADCRV/( ( RADCRV-RHNGEs. K))*RAN(-aE(K))))
CROW( K )CROQT( K )*GAIN( ANG-ANGCTR )
o	 CONTINUE
IF( IRPTW. EQ. 0 XO TO 4
IPLOT(1)=20. *REAL( 2(I))/SCALE+233. 5
IPLOT( 2 )-20. *REAL( ED( I ) )/SCALE 1+ 00.
IPLOT( 4 )=20. *TANTHT."SCALE1+700.
IPLOT( 3 )=20. *REAL( EDD( I ) )/5CFiLE2+ 1167. 5
DO 30 J-1,IRPTW
C REPEAT TO SPREAD SCALE
3G	 CALL PLOTIT( IPLOT, LAST, I4,IONE)
4	 TP'1DIF n TANDIF
NUM-K
C REORDER IN INCREASING RANGE
10	 DO i K-2,NUM
IF( RANGE( K- 1 ). GT. RANGE(K)) GO TO 8
7	 CONTINUE
GO TO 5
3	 X=RANGE( K )
RANGE( K )RANGE( V.- I )
RANGE( K- 1 )-X
A - CROOT( K )
CF,O!ZT( K )-CRD!I•T( K- 1 )
CROOT( K- I )nX
GO TO 10
3	 C 'NTINUE
C GENERATE OUTPUTS NOW




4F'ITE(',. i 1 )
? 1	 FORMAT( IHO )
11	 TIPIE- TIPIE,DT
P.G=C2*TIP1t




C FIND REFLECTOR LIMITS,MIPiV.MAXV
C I. E. THOSE IN THE PHNGE BIN
DO 12 I=1. NUM







ICOUNT n ICOUNT« 1
IF(ICOUNT. LT. IE:LKS) GO TO 40
STOP
13	 MINV n I
DO 14 I-MINV, NUM
IF( RANGE(1 ). GT. RGP1A.Y) GO TO 15
14	 CONTINUE
I n NUM+ 1
15	 141XV-1- 1
EE=CMPLX( 0. , 0. !
C GENERATE OUTPUTS
C y PLOT THEM





COS( f,NG ), SIN( ANG ) )
EE-22+CROOT( I )*PULSE( RANGE( I )-RG )*L1
16	 CONTINUE
C FILTER.
20	 ::-RHO*Y+RHO1*( CABS( 2Z )**2 )
Y-X
IF(IRPTP. EQ. 0)(:AO'T0 11
IPLOT(1 )- 1400. *X*ALTUD
DO 24 I-1,IRFTP
24	 CHLL PL!)TIT(IPL ITT, LAST, IOt4E, Ii-INE )
13	 FORMAT( 1H , 4E 1,  6, 4I7 )GO TO 11
END
.0	 EXT FUNC















































































































































































Program SIMUL - Sample Printout
Simulated Surface Second Derivative
Intersection Defines Specular Points

















Program SIMUL Sample Pulse
I`











•.8B04 iFO 4000 OOOGF
F 171'
24EU





^l Jet (, OCC:'
^CZ D2 :1J 3tr
OI D2':0 3115
JJI 4PEE OGCO
~?	 1 1 E i
4H	 21E
211E
















NTRiES AT SETGPD Att.^' FL(JiITOPT AN CALL ABLE. °E-ee - 'IIJ°-T BE CALI.tD
WFIRST - 0 SET UP	 D F_3TrING. f-rLL li
1MERE ;ALL 5ET'iRPtLU.I<;FID' I I.NGRID.N.(5-PACE1
LU=P`ATTER L.0
N(.FTD-THEANI*EFYOFFTHE^EIFOINCATIONSN,A.':,PA:E-NUf!eEF.' OF FtItT F FT'•IFEN i''IP
LINES IN T HE	 DIFE:II'liN. IF -0. rig
 GPI:' LINE:TO PL-?T.CALL
'.ALL PLOTIT(IDATA.-_ASTPAIA.tIP0INT5.NCfRINECT'
1MEP.E ZDATA I3 A LATH ARPAY
NC6NNE ,:T• 0 T6 Ft.diT POINTS ONLY.
NE T O CONNECT THE Pk^SFNT FOINT 11TH
THE LAST. IF . L-. G. .'MNEC' FROM 0, 3PP T YPE '.
NFOIN4" 14UMEEP 3F POINT 5 1N DOTA ABRAAY
LASTDA A I5 'N AFPAY T O H C),
 T HE 'ri3T
POINT_ •AF DINENST!LN S pUAL TO NPOINTS.
LAI+TDATA IS '!`FD E'aE y
 TF NO CHNNECTION
IS I'ESIR D. AND ttl!S T BE GIVEN.
ALL YnL IJ S :'FE 2-6Y T : INTEGER-AND ARE AS5Ut'ED T(e -ZE BETWEEN 0 b
T"CY -*E LIMITED TO
THIS RANGE IF THEY ARE NO T QJN ENTRY.




SET GPD °TM 1C.FEG SAYE PEGS
LH I 4. G( 15) 'iET NUtIB "F 24 • AR vE-NMI 1S. a' ^FFC' viASK
	 15	 TO	 F..i.
`T °.P15 C. SAVESIS 14. !J N471! •.K	 APGS
6za 0K5
ERP !HI 11. C'	 3'EAL i^.	 vi ^E;1'' EFP MES5
DCX E .Q
tKS LIS :J.Q 3ETLIJP GRID A	 AYPv
L'S .;.
LHI .LINESIFE-'
P1 5T :37 EERO TH15 ONE
51 12.GkIUt 13 AI_L DNES FOF 	 vEP T ICAL LINE$15 1 -,.4 DECR CN T
et111S PI
LM le. 4.	 1: ; GET AR4SLH 12.0( t?) iET LU:Te 12. rTiI TE •
 1
STB le.'RGRID•I
LH 14,C(14: GET NUMBER OF 4RID L-NE3
5LLS i4.1 •2 FOR ACCE55
P2 °IS 14.2 DECR PTR
Btl P,-. QUIT WHEN -
LH 12.0':	 13. 14 ' .sET	 NEXT	 POINT
etlM'u P4 CK LIMITS
LI3 12.0 5ET•0
P4 CLHI 1ce.MAI,PTti ._k T00 LARGE
BLS P_
LHI I2. MA;:PT 5- i LIMIT UPPER.
PS =BT 12.GOUT ,ET GRID POINT8 F2 iET	 NESTP: LH IS•G( 155' iET + SPACES
ST 15.NX5PACE
SIS 15, 1 F'JRCE AXIS AT	 JEGIhN::NG
ST 15, -COUNT
8 P1. EfIT
'Al DOAO -20-EE1	 _-_ :,u'EI 48EF OGCO2 -4FO FFF C
' 6!J035I 50F0 WF di08AI [7EH
UL 00 -1 J2-0 FF 64)CI:iCI D1 , - F	 nnC -1u0.1!y4I 4t.FF OOCU60u el 48EE OiG'J11E1
:600rEl SSEO 3GEi
26B I




i	 eI 5060 :T:'IcF.SI E1:0 S05E
raI J2IU	 .vf.	 ..Q'!j',u -138C 4EG'J UOOO
•
IY PLOTTING ENTRY POINT
PLOTIT	 5TM	 IO.PEG
LH




' M	 12. 41
LH	 15, u( l5




5T	 I I. XCrA,UNT












LH	 11•'.' 12, 14i
-ET ARr,5
FIX UP RIS
CK NUMEE AR,?if -




r 2 FaF ENTRY
,:V F •7R X ,P.I. tiIroE -_.'lE
RESET •:OUNT
jR1 7 E = EFTS-:,IL LINENOW ' •O} E TO ^H3T I•r•T„
JNTIL D$NE




	 FI QIT DATA l.I'D	 L %',' FA aE
	 2 $5
1 1066I 406D 4ECO 0000 ^R STH 1 1. 01 1 Z, 14 i
6 P16
EI 160 0CAC -+4 P14 LHI 11	 LINE--I3F-3 5ET OF OUTPUT
I ^OHB oa112
ti;F 15 U	 0"1	 11 atTN 6RZD LThiLLg
+^ (`	 111aI i 70 ' 3I5 il.A DECR	 '.f)ur1r
EI
i eRIS ENM9 PIS27EZ ? F6 =I5 14.2 Now DO DAIA
- UI 4210 8GF2 U'0 6M P^ UNTIL D014E
.I 4GBC 4ECO 0000 LH 1,. O f 12. 14 GET	 P':7TNT
-'I 2312 C2 BN115 P8 tk LIH' TS
:I 2450 ll, LIS 11.0 LIMIT	 , 13	 0	 TO
.I '5BO 0579 104 F8 CLHI 1I1rIA;gFTS
eI 2133 105 BL5 F°
t 4 Caso OS77 11)e LHI 11	 MA -T5-1 MAYPTS-1
sI 04fF C7 P9 LR 1S	 IS r FOR CONNECTF AI 2125 1 cl a EF3 :f5NNE
	









11	 0( 1 Z. 14+ Ir	 F 7FCE Q	 : 1NNE! i	 EAF'	 I YPr )L- L 	 FORCE i3O •,;4lNt.E C	 L't
	 3T V;t41 40Ab 4ECU 0000 I CONNECT H IU.0, 13, 14 r ^'-	 ^M:T	 P7Z1T
CI 2410
i bNMS P10 LIMITSBAR




..+I OS?7 4 LHI .0. Mk, FT3- 1
tZ 408 1) '1ECu 0000 P11 5TH 11.0! 1..14 =i2RE NEWPp:,'i7 	 •^r,.j CLR 11. 10 F-!PCE
	 +	 10 +	 LT	 3 1'
I 28f Eir0 I.PU P15?10 ',sE
-II GBAB
I 026F 12Z LP 101.15
-I 7skc, 8110 i;3 PIE $BT IO.OUT -,LT	 9275
)SBA AIS 10.1 UNTIE1 e. 5 CLR 1 1. 10 10 +_(	 11
L„
"cI 4300 FF: 3 .'.7 BN Pty NEx. T
:I Elio ^ lA P7 5vC 1. WFI T ,nETiRjT	 ;,T	 VJT
Z I'1AC, 8GcE Piz LM i0.PE9 E"IT
J1ZEI 430E OC14 :_0 a 20115
:'1 •
0000 006E
_ LZNESIEE E9U 7S BYTES0000 35; r1A;cFTS EWU 1400 BITSQC01442 4 ALIGN 4
5001442 2100 5 WRITE DCX 2100.7
COO 1462 0000
0001'162 OOOO ;2ECI DAC OUT. D!JT.LINESIBE-I.7.00001:CI 0000 0Z'-AI
000150
!10O, F 4I 0000 0,C00000 OGCO6C,0158I 21CG 1-:FCIRID DCX 2100, 0O^ , O 15.+I 0000






1 =4I 140 PIS DS a0141 NXSPACE DS 4
I 142 XCOUNT L.S 4
I 14Z jPID I'5 LINE5I^E•1
144 GOUT b5 LINESHE*1











1[ 94 10= "= 14:; '44 145





















	 0000 0004OAR	 00041 O1OCI
CtiNNECT	 OOOU O:C4I
EFFt	 0000 QC 144
.iuT	 0000 Oi.:;CI
iR7 0r'^0 013CI
II^F	 0P OOL'0 0'?CI






























C IY I5 AN INITIALIZING 'VALUE,ODD.LT 9 DIGITS,
C INTEGER*4. NORhAL NUMBERS GENERATED BY 5UMHING
C 12 UNIFORMS IN 1rE U5UML F HSHI'614. RRNDU ROUTINE
C IS USED ( NOT CALLED ).
C
;(=0.
DEO 1 I= 1. 12
IYOIY465535













.P	 EXT FI INi,
x Y	REAL VAR
1	 LHSEL
I	 INT4 VAR
2	 LABEL
FLOAT	 EXT FUNC
0000 ERRORS
i
